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Abstract—Cervical cancer is the second most common type
of cancer for women. Existing screening programs for cervical
cancer, such as Pap Smear, suffer from low sensitivity. Thus,
many patients who are ill are not detected in the screening
process. Using images of the cervix as an aid in cervical cancer
screening has the potential to greatly improve sensitivity, and
can be especially useful in resource-poor regions of the world.
In this work, we develop a data-driven computer algorithm
for interpreting cervical images based on color and texture.
We are able to obtain 74% sensitivity and 90% specificity
when differentiating high-grade cervical lesions from low-grade
lesions and normal tissue. On the same dataset, using Pap
tests alone yields a sensitivity of 37% and specificity of 96%,
and using HPV test alone gives a 57% sensitivity and 93%
specificity. Furthermore, we develop a comprehensive algorithmic framework based on Multi-Modal Entity Coreference for
combining various tests to perform disease classification and
diagnosis. When integrating multiple tests, we adopt information
gain and gradient-based approaches for learning the relative
weights of different tests. In our evaluation, we present a novel
algorithm that integrates cervical images, Pap, HPV and patient
age, which yields 83.21% sensitivity and 94.79% specificity, a
statistically significant improvement over using any single source
of information alone.
Index Terms—Cervical Dysplasia, Entity Coreference, Disease
Classification, Cervical Image Analysis, Patient Case Retrieval

I. BACKGROUND AND S IGNIFICANCE
The combination of screening and diagnostic procedures
has led to the sharp decline of cervical cancer death rates
in Western countries. However, in areas that lack laboratories
and trained personnel for conducting screening, diagnostic,
and follow-up tests, cervical cancer is still one of the leading
causes of death in middle-aged women. In 2008, an estimated
275,100 women died from cervical cancer, and nearly 90%
of the deaths occurred in developing parts of the world
[1]. Consequently, there is a need for less expensive and
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more automated screening methods [2], [3], especially those
applicable in low-resource regions. Digital Cervicography is a
non-invasive visual examination method performed by taking
a photograph of the cervix (called a cervigram) after the
application of 5% acetic acid to the cervix epithelium. It has
a low cost and is widely accessible in resource-poor regions.
However, in the literature, the overall effectiveness of Cervicography has been questioned by reports of poor correlation
between visual lesion recognition and high-grade disease as
well as disagreement among experts when grading visual
findings. Encouraged by recent developments in computerassisted diagnosis such as automated Pap tests, in this work,
we investigate computer algorithms to improve the accuracy in
early detection of cervical cancer using cervigrams and study
the potential of further improvement by combining images
with other clinical test results such as Pap and HPV.
A. Clinical Methods for Cervical Cancer Screening and Diagnosis
Cervical cancer afflicts an estimated 12,200 women in the
US [4] and 529,800 women worldwide [1] every year. It
can be cured if detected during its early stages and treated
appropriately. Screening can prevent cervical cancer by detecting Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia (CIN), also known
as cervical dysplasia. CIN is classified in grades: CIN1 (mild),
CIN2 (moderate), and CIN3 (severe). This disease grading
is the basis for follow-up treatment and management of the
patients. In clinical practice, one of the most important goals
of screening is to differentiate CIN1 from CIN2/3 or cancer
(denoted as CIN2/3+ in this paper), since those lesions in
CIN2/3+ will require treatment, whereas mild dysplasia in
CIN1 can be observed conservatively because it will typically
be cleared by an immune response in a year or similar
timeframe.
The Pap test is the most widely used cervical cancer
screening method [5]. It involves collecting a small sample
of cells from the cervix and examining it under a microscope
for squamous and glandular intraepithelial lesions (SIL). The
result of a Pap test can be either normal or abnormal. Pap
tests are effective, but nevertheless require a laboratory infrastructure and trained personnel to evaluate the samples.
Furthermore, it is well known in the literature that Pap tests
suffer from low sensitivity (20%∼85%) in detecting CIN 2/3+
[6]–[14].
The automated Pap test is an alternative to the conventional
Pap test (Pap smear). According to some studies in the
literature [15]–[17], higher sensitivities have been achieved
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with automation-assisted Pap tests: 79%∼82% by using the
ThinPrep Imaging System [15] and 81%∼86% by adopting
the Becton Dickinson FocalPoint GS Imaging System [16].
Although studies regarding the significance of the difference
between automated Pap test and conventional Pap test are
inconclusive [18]–[22], automated Pap tests do provide several
benefits. In terms of specimen adequacy, evidence indicated a
lower proportion of unsatisfactory slides for automated Pap
test than for conventional cytology, e.g., 0.4% vs. 1.1% in the
Netherlands ThinPrep Versus Conventional Cytology (NETHCON) trial [21] and 2.6% vs. 4.1% in the New Technologies
for Cervical Cancer Screening (NTCC) trial [23]. Also, in
the case of an equivocal cytology result, the automated Pap
test permits HPV testing without the need for another patient
sample [21], [24].
The HPV test is another screening method that has been
used in conjunction with the Pap test either as an additional
test or when Pap test results are inconclusive. It has been well
established that cervical dysplasia are caused by persistent
infection with certain types of human papillomavirus (HPV),
thus DNA tests to detect HPV strains associated with cervical
cancer (i.e., HPV test) can be used for screening and triage
of cervical abnormalities. The sensitivity of the HPV test in
detecting CIN 2/3+ lesions varied from 66% to 100% and the
specificity varied from 61% to 96% [6]. However, the HPV test
is not recommended as a primary screening method, because
of its relatively high false positive rate, particularly in younger
women [25].
An abnormal Pap test result may also lead to a recommendation for Colposcopy of the cervix, during which a doctor
examines the cervix in detail through a magnifying device. If
an area of abnormal tissue is seen, the doctor may decide to
remove a small sample of tissue from that area (i.e., biopsy)
and send it to a lab to be examined under a microscope. CIN
can be diagnosed by biopsy. Being a diagnostic procedure and
often accompanied by biopsy, Colposcopy is more costly than
screening methods such as Pap and HPV tests.
Digital Cervicography [26]–[30] is another visual examination method; it takes a photograph of the cervix (called
a cervigram) after applying 5% acetic acid to the cervix
epithelium. In the literature, Cervicography has been shown
to effectively increase the sensitivity of Pap test in detecting
invasive cancer [31] and high-grade (CIN2-3) lesions in patients with previous atypical squamous cells of undetermined
significance (ASCUS) or low-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesion (LSIL) Pap result [32]. But questions remain regarding
its overall effectiveness because studies find poor correlation
between visual lesion recognition and disease [33] as well as
disagreement among experts for grading visual findings [34].
B. Computer Methods for Cervigram Image Analysis and
Interpretation
Because Digital Cervicography is non-invasive and has low
cost, it has the potential to be a widely accessible automated
screening method for cervical cancer in resource-poor regions.
Being a photographic test, it can also support mobile applications. The goal of cervigram image analysis is to explore these
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(a) Acetowhite epithelium

(d) Coarse punctation

(b) Cobblestone mosaic (c) Irregular Surface

(e) Mosaic vessels

(f) Nabothian cyst

Fig. 1. Representative images of different visual features present in photographs of the cervix. (a) Acetowhite epithelium of the anterior lip of the
cervix. Biopsy revealed CIN2. (b) Cobblestone appearance of mosaic in a
high-grade lesion. (c) High-grade lesion with dense acetowhite epithelium
and an irregular surface contour. (d) High-grade lesion with coarse punctation
on the anterior lip of the cervix. (e) Very coarse, irregular mosaic vessels. (f)
Large nabothian cyst and distinct fine normal, branching vessels of the cervical
squamous epithelium. Images courtesy of [40].

possibilities and to develop a computer algorithm for cervical
dysplasia diagnosis by automatically interpreting a cervigram.
Some of the most important visual observations in cervigrams
include the Acetowhite region, Mosaicism, Punctation, Atypical Vessel, polyps, cyst, etc.; please see Figure 1 for some
example images of such observations. The identification of
these different characteristics within a cervigram could help
with diagnosis. Previous works have attempted to develop
computer algorithms to recognize these visual features. A
common process is the detection of the region of interest (i.e.,
cervix region) either by color features and EM (ExpectationMaximization) [35], or by GMM (Gaussian-Mixtures Model)
[27], [36], [37]. After detecting the cervix Region of Interest
(ROI), further image classification tasks are performed. In
[27], color features and a GMM are used to classify different
cervix tissue regions. They conclude that color features alone
are not sufficient for cervigram image analysis, and texture
features should be explored. In [38], the authors use texture
features to recognize important vascular patterns found in
cervix images. Similarly, [39] uses a filter bank of texture
models for recognizing punctation and mosaicism. In summary, most of these existing approaches attempt to characterize
the different areas or tissue regions within a cervigram image.
However, as these characteristic regions in cervigrams have
high variability in color, texture, shape, and size, it is difficult
to identify them with high accuracy and most of the existing
algorithms do not scale well to large datasets.
C. Overview of Our Approach
The objective of this work is to evaluate whether a photographic test (Cervicography) can be used as an adjunctive
screening method to better detect high-grade (CIN2/3+) cer-
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vical lesions through computer-assisted image interpretation
and to evaluate the effectiveness of a multi-modal framework
that integrates images and other textual/numeric clinical test
results (including Pap, HPV) to perform disease classification.
To examine whether computer interpretation of cervigrams
will lead to better diagnosis, we first develop a computer algorithm that interprets cervigrams based on color and texture.
Our approach is different from previous approaches that explicitly attempt to segment or characterize the different tissue
regions within a cervigram image. Given a new cervigram,
we develop a data centric system that is able to find similar
cervigrams in a collection of expertly labeled cervigrams. The
expert labels, including the cervix region boundary as well
as boundaries for abnormal tissue regions if any, from these
similar cervigrams can assist in locating the cervix region of
interest and classifying disease patterns in the new unlabeled
cervigram. Furthermore, we develop an algorithmic framework based on Multi-modal Entity Coreference for combining
various clinical tests (e.g., Pap, HPV, pH value) and image
analysis results to perform cervical disease classification. Our
framework enables the efficient evaluation of the performance
of various combinatory tests.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we first introduce the source and format of
our experimental data and explain how we select patient cases
for evaluation. We then present an overview of the proposed
cervical disease classification framework. Next, we describe
in detail each component of our system: how we compute
data similarity based upon patient clinical test results, how
we compute image similarity, and how we combine clinical
data and image similarities for patient classification. At the
end of this section, we present our method and metrics for
experimental evaluation.
A. Data and Materials
We carry out our research on 60,000 digitized uterine cervix
images collected by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) in
a longitudinal multi-year study of the evolution of lesions
related to cervical cancer. Through the NLM MDT (U.S.
National Library of Medicine Multimedia Database Tool) [41],
we can access these digital cervix images as well as clinical,
cytologic, and molecular information at multiple examinations
of 10,000 women who participated in NCI’s Guanacaste study
[42]. The women can be categorized as follows: patients with
invasive cancer, patients without cervical lesion at enrollment
but later developed disease at follow-up, and healthy women
who never developed any pathological changes in the cervix.
Some statistics about the dataset are shown in Table I. Figure 2
shows sample images from the dataset that represent different
cervical dysplasia grades; the resolution for these images is
2891 by 1973 pixels.
Since our goal is to study the potential of using cervigrams as an adjunct screening test, and also evaluate different
combinations of multiple screening tests, we use data only
from the Pap test (i.e., cytologic data), the HPV test, and
images (i.e., cervigrams). We also consider patient age and pH
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TABLE I
DATASET S TATISTICS
Dataset
Guanacaste

Category
<CIN2
CIN2
CIN3
Cancer

Number of All Patients
7669
62
70
10

Used for Experiments
140
60
70
10

Fig. 2. Sample cervigram images from the Guanacaste dataset. Column (a):
images of patients from normal or CIN1 category, Column (b): images of
patients from CIN2/3+ category.

value in some experiments. The “gold standard” ground truth
against which we evaluate our disease classification method is
histologic data obtained from microscopic evaluation of tissue
samples taken during biopsy.
We evaluate our proposed cervical disease classifiers on 280
randomly selected participants from this Guanacaste database.
We had to choose an unbalanced number of patient cases
for the four categories because only 10 cancer cases are
available in the entire Guanacaste dataset. However, since we
are performing a binary classification, i.e., classifying patient
cases into one of the following two categories: <CIN2 and
CIN2/3+, we do have an equal number of patient cases in these
two classes: 140 cases in <CIN2, and 140 cases in CIN2/3+.
B. System Overview
Figure 3 demonstrates the main components of our proposed
system for cervical dysplasia disease classification:
1) Data Converter. The raw data is stored in a relational
database and the data needs to be converted and represented into a hierarchical format required by our
algorithm.
2) Similarity Calculator. Clinical cases are composed of
multiple kinds of data including not only the cervigrams but non-imaging data such as other test results
and patient history. Therefore, it is important to combine these multi-modal data sources for reliable patient
classification. In our system, the calculation of patient
case similarity has two sub-components: the data-level
similarity involving numeric and symbolic data such as
Pap and HPV test results, and image similarity involving
cervigrams. We calculate a final similarity between two
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Fig. 3. Overall architecture for proposed cervical disease classification system.

patient cases by taking the linear combination of the two
component similarities.
3) Patient Classifier. This is the multi-modal aggregation
scheme that translates patient case similarity to patient
disease classification. We explored different aggregation
methods, such as nearest neighbor (i.e., maximum aggregation) and majority voting. And we finally adopt an
approach that retrieves the most similar cases from a
training database and let the top-cluster training cases
to vote to determine the disease grade of a test patient
case.
The data structures and algorithms that we propose are
motivated by the challenges presented in the data records.
In the database, each patient may have data from multiple
clinic visits, and the number of visits differs from patient to
patient. Although there are cytology, HPV results and images
of almost all patients, the types of cytology and HPV tests may
differ, and there may be missing data for some visits. There is
also significant variability in the images due to illumination,
image acquisition setup, and specular reflection, among other
factors. Thus, a key challenge to our system is that it has to be
able to handle highly unbalanced data, and measure similarity
between patients regardless of differences in number of visits
and available information from each visit.
C. Computing Data Level Similarity
In this section, we introduce how we convert the raw data
from relational database records to a hierarchical format and
we then formally present our approach for measuring datalevel patient similarity.
As shown in Figure 4, Patient P1 has several visits denoted
by V L = {V1 , V2 , ..., Vi }. Take the first visit V1 of patient
P1 as an example. V1 stores some basic information about
the patient such as age at this visit, and it is also associated
with information from some simple tests such as pH value,
cervigrams (Cerv), and colposcopy impression. Furthermore,
V1 has two complex clinical tests, C (Cytology) and H (HPV),
which are further expanded to have some other simple test
results (e.g., HP V 16 and HP V 18 are child nodes of H).
We use simple and complex to refer to the type of the test
result (whether it has sub-test results or not), rather than the

complexity of the procedure of the test itself. Finally, CL
denotes a node that expands to a list of cervical images (i.e.,
cervigrams), C1 , ..., Cj , that were taken of the patient P1
during visit V1 .
We adapt our entity coreference algorithm [43] (Algorithm
1) to compute the similarity of two patients by taking into
account their clinical test results. In Algorithm 1, G is a
function, retrieving the set of chains for a given patient;
comparable checks the comparability of two chains; the
method l is used to get the leaf node of a chain; and Sim
computes the similarity between two leaf nodes.
The essential idea for comparing two patients is what we
call a bag-of-chains approach that compares chains between
patients, such as patientA and patientB. In the hierarchical
representation of a patients data (Figure 4), a chain is the path
from the root to a leaf node. For each chain c of patientA,
we compare its leaf node to the leaf node of every comparable
chain of patientB and choose their average similarity score,
denoted as chain score. We need to repeat the process for
every chain of patientA. The final data similarity for a pair
of patients is the average of all chain similarity scores between
them.
Algorithm 1 Data Sim(G(a), G(b)), a and b are two patients
1. score ← 0;
2. count ← 0;
3. for c ∈ G(a) do
4.
if ∃c0 ∈ G(b), comparable(c, c0 ) then
5.
//t refers to the clinical test represented by c
6.
chain score =
Averagec0 ∈G(b),comparable(c,c0 ) Sim(t, l(c), l(c0 ));
7.
score ← score + chain score;
8.
count++;
9.
end if
10. end for
11. if count >0 then
score
12.
score ← count
;
13. end if
14. return score
One key problem to solve is that, for a chain of patientA,
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Fig. 4. Transformed Hierarchical Representation of Patient Data

we need to find all its comparable chains from patientB.
In this work, we say two chains are comparable if they
represent the same type of clinical test determined by the
type of edges in the hierarchy. For example, we can have
a chain of patientA with the following sequence of edges:
Chain 1=(has visit list→has visit→has hpv→has hpv16).
A comparable chain from patientB will need to have
the same sequence of edges in the chain. Although only
leaf nodes in the chains will be used for computing the
data similarity, the edges in the tree structure are needed
for determining which chains between two patients are
comparable. For example, Chain 1 of patientA as shown
above is not comparable to the following Chain 2 of
patientB, because their edges at depth levels 3 and 4 are
indicating different clinical tests and thus not comparable:
Chain 2=(has visit list→has visit→has cytology
→has hopkins).
In datasets with unbalanced data, as is in our case, this
approach has the advantage of measuring the similarity of
one patient to another patient by computing the accumulative
similarity between their “comparable chains” which have leaf
nodes of the same kind of test data, while ignoring all other
chains that do not have counterparts for comparison. Any
mismatch between two patients that might be caused by
information incompleteness cannot simply be treated as a realworld mismatch. We address the missing data problem by
not applying penalties to missing data, i.e., if no chains of
patientB are comparable to chainA of patientA, we simply
ignore chainA and do not apply any penalty on the similarity
score between patientA and patientB.
When computing the similarity between the leaf nodes of

two comparable chains (i.e., the Sim function in Algorithm
1), the comparison can be either between two numeric values
(e.g., patient age, pH value and HPV signal strength), or
between two strings (e.g., cytology result and HPV status).
The similarity between two numeric values is computed with
Equation 1:
Simnumeric (n1 , n2 ) = 1 −

|n1 − n2 |
max(n1 , n2 )

(1)

where n1 and n2 are two numeric values and the function max
returns the maximum between them. The numeric values that
we currently handle are all positive numbers.
As for string values, in the cervical cancer domain or
the more general clinical care domain, syntactically different strings could be semantically similar or vice versa. For
example, “Positive0-Probable Normal” and “Positive1-LSIL”
are two syntactically distinct strings but they represent two
similar results of a clinical test of cervical cancer; “CIN
1” and “CIN 2” are similar in their syntactic representation
whereas clinically they are two very different disease stages
of cervical dysplasia. Therefore, instead of adopting traditional
string matching algorithms (e.g., Jaccard and Edit distance)
[43]–[48], we utilize domain knowledge about the semantic
similarity between the result strings of a test. Fortunately, such
knowledge is available in the original NCI/NLM relational
database. In the NLM MDT [41], the possible results of a
given clinical test are indexed with some integer numbers
indicating their degree or grade. For instance, in a Cytology
result, “Normal” is given index 1; “ASCUS” is given index 3;
“CIN1” is given index 5; “CIN2” and “CIN3” are indexed with
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6 and 7 respectively. Thus, utilizing such available domain
knowledge, string similarity is computed with Equation 2:
Simstring (t, s1 , s2 ) = 1 −

|Index(t, s1 ) − Index(t, s2 )|
(2)
maxDist(t)

where t represents a particular clinical test; s1 and s2 are two
possible results of this test in string format; Index(t, s) is
a function, retrieving the assigned integer index for string s
of clinical test t; maxDist(t) gives the maximum distance
between all possible results of test t, which is computed by
subtracting the smallest assigned integer index from the largest
one.
The similarity measures defined in Equations 1 and 2
provide a more semantic notion of closeness than simply
checking if two numeric values or two strings are identical; and
thus they allow us to calculate more accurately the similarity
between patients whose clinical test results are similar but not
identical.
D. Computing Image-based Similarity
In conjunction with database records, the cervical images
can provide valuable and insightful information to assist in
diagnosis and disease classification. In this work, we adopt a
data-driven approach in which we match a new, un-annotated
image to a database of expertly labeled images and rely on
the human annotation of the closest matched images to guide
interpretation of the new image. In our previous work, we
have explored color [49], [50] and region-based features [51],
[52] for cervigram comparison, segmentation and annotation.
Through our research, we have found that some of the most
effective image features that highlight important visual characteristics present in cervigrams are color and texture, with color
being slightly more discriminative in disease classification
[53]. Thus, we utilize a combination of color and texture
features to perform cervigram image similarity analysis.
Given a new cervigram image, it is important to isolate
the cervix region from the rest of the image. Typically,
the other parts of the image contain irrelevant information
including equipment, text, and other non-cervix tissue that may
be detrimental to cervix classification and retrieval. Several
previous works have used the local color and position features
in order to isolate the cervix region [37], [54], [55]. These
methods rely on a generative model of the cervix region
to identify and segment various regions in an image. As
mentioned before, we take a different approach to the region
of interest detection problem. Our approach is data driven; we
rely on an expertly labeled database of 939 cervigram images
with their delineated rectangular regions of interest in order
to find a suitable bounding box for the region of interest in a
new cervigram image. The labeling of the region of interest
in the new test image is generated automatically based on
the bounding boxes of top matching training images in the
expertly labeled database.
In order to utilize our image database, we need to compute
a matching score between two images. Using the matching score, we can sort the similarity of the images to a
new image and find the top (k=20) most similar cases as

Fig. 5. Example of the computation of the cervix region of interest given a
new image (a). The top 20 most similar images (c) are found in our expertly
labeled image database and their bounding boxes are averaged to obtain the
result (b).

shown in Figure 5. For this initial image match process, we
utilize a texture-based image feature, PHOG [56] (pyramid
histogram of oriented gradients). PHOG has been one of the
most effective features in image matching and retrieval. A
PHOG descriptor represents local image shape and its spatial
layout. The shape correspondence between two images can
be measured by the distance between their PHOG descriptors
using a spatial pyramid kernel. In this way, a strong match
requires not only similar local patch appearance but also
spatial correspondence over multiple scales. A spectrum of
spatial correspondences can be represented in PHOG. At the
coarsest level, the descriptor is a global edge or orientation
histogram. At the finest level, the descriptor enforces tile (i.e.,
spatial bin) correspondence. Since our goal is to find the
most similar cervigram images in terms of cervix shape and
position, this texture feature encodes our ideal characteristics.
To extract the PHOG descriptors from a cervigram image, we
first compute the gradient response using a Sobel edge filter.
We then split the image into rectangular regions, increasing the
number of regions at each level. If we use an 8 bin orientation
histogram over 4 levels, the total vector size of our PHOG
descriptor for each image is 680 bins; please see Figure 6 for
an illustration of this process.
Given the feature vector representation from individual images, the dis-similarity between two images can be computed
via the measure as shown in Equation 3:
K

χ2 (s, q) =

1 X [hs (k) − hq (k)]2
2
hs (k) + hq (k)

(3)

k=1

where hs and hq are the PHOG feature vectors of images
s and q, and k is the vector index ranging from 1 to K =
680. To obtain a similarity score between two images, we
normalize the above χ2 measure to a value between 0-1, and
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the similarity is defined as Equation 4:
Simimage (s, q) = 1 − χ2 (s, q)

(4)

Fig. 6. Example of the PHOG feature extracted at multiple levels. The edges
of the input image are computed by a Sobel edge filter and partitioned into a
pyramid of regions (b)-(d). 8 orientation bins are extracted from each rectangle
and concatenated into the PHOG feature vector represented in (e)-(g). Over
4 levels, the total vector size of the PHOG feature is 680 bins.

We use a database of images that are labeled with ground
truth bounding boxes of the cervix region of interest in order to
compute the bounding rectangle for our input image. Using a
simple K-NN (k-nearest neighbor) technique and the similarity
results, we can find the k (=20) most similar cervigram images
to the input image. Then, we average the ROI bounding
box coordinates from the k top matched cervigrams, after
normalizing the ROI coordinates based on upon image size.
The average coordinates serve as the bounding box ROI for
our unlabeled input image. An example of a computed ROI
can be seen in Figure 5. In this example, Figure 5(a) is the
input image, and Figure 5(b) contains the ROI obtained from
matching with the set of images in our database, Figure 5(c).
The value of k used in our K-NN selection is chosen by
gradient ascent of the Jaccard coefficient (intersection divided
by the union of bounding boxes) on a sample of 50 ground
truth images. The value of k is varied between 1 (closest match
only) to 30. The higher the coefficient, the better the match
of the ROI to a human annotated bounding box. Figure 7 is
an empirical justification for our selection of k.

has a glistening surface with smooth epithelium. A diseased
cervix, on the other hand, typically exhibits various patterns of
abnormal epithelium, such as Acetowhite, vascular structures,
mosaicism and punctation. Some examples can be seen in
Figure 2, where a normal/CIN1 cervix has a smooth appearance (Fig. 2a) whereas images of high-grade cervical lesion
or cancer contain more complex texture due to pathological
features (Fig. 2b). In Figure 8, we show several more images
from the CIN2/3+ category to demonstrate textures due to
acetowhite, mosaicism and punctation. Thus it is critical for
an image comparison algorithm to capture the absence or
presence of abnormal lesion patterns by extracting texture
features from cervix ROI areas. Some commonly used texture
features for segmentation and recognition include momentbased texture feature [57], GIST [58], [59], SIFT [60] , PHOG
[56], among others. As demonstrated before, we have found
the PHOG feature to be effective in characterizing cervigram
texture. Thus, within the ROI image area, we re-run our PHOG
feature extraction on the internal region. This gives our method
a more precise numerical description of the cervix area,
without encoding a significant amount of background noise.
The internal region PHOG feature has similar parameters as
before (an 8 bin histogram over 4 levels, total of 680 bins).
Each of the 8-bin histograms comprising the PHOG feature
is range normalized to have a magnitude between [0,1]. In
this way, the variability within the ROI sizes (i.e., difference
in the number of pixels within ROI areas) is accounted for.
Furthermore, the PHOG feature is scale-invariant, thus two
cervix regions of interest with similar texture but different
scales still have high similarity.

Fig. 8. More sample cervigrams of patients from CIN2/3+ category. (a) Large
acetowhite region with mosaicism, (b) Large and thick acetowhite region with
punctation. Note that these are cropped and resized images; the original images
are much larger (2891 by 1973 pixels).

Fig. 7. Empirical justification for k=20 for our ROI computation.

Next, we describe how we use both texture and color
features in the cervix ROI to compute cervix region similarity.
As background information, the cervix is covered by a thin
player of tissue (called the epithelium). A normal cervix

Color also plays an important role in cervical lesion identification and classification. One of the most important visual
features on the cervix that have relevant diagnostic properties
include the presence of Acetowhite regions, or the whitening
of potentially malignant cervical regions with the application
of dilute acetic acid. The perceived thickness of an Acetowhite
region is also relevant to cervical lesion grading, e.g. Figure
1 (c). Furthermore, there is usually greater color variance in
images of high-grade lesion or cancer. Thus, we extract colorhistogram features from the internal region of a detected cervix
ROI to enable color-based image matching. We convert the
pixel colors in a cervigram ROI into the perceptually uniform
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color space. A property of this color space is that a small
change in the color value corresponds to about the same small
change in visual appearance. The PLAB feature is also scaleinvariant thus the scale of the region of interest does not
affect color similarity computation. For each channel (L*, a*,
or b*) of the color space, we extract a 128-bin histogram.
Concatenating the three channels together yields a total feature
vector of 384 bins.
To compute the similarity between the cervix regions of
interest of two images, we measure the numerical similarity
between the ROI feature vectors. Each of the histograms comprising the PHOG or PLAB feature has been range normalized
and then we fuse all the texture and color features into a 1064
bin histogram to represent a ROI. In this final representation
of our feature vector, there are several multi-modal fusion
methods, each with their own benefits and drawbacks. In the
early fusion approach, the color and texture feature vectors
are combined early and used as a single representative feature
vector in the image similarity computation. This method can
capture the interactions between modalities; however, early
fusion can be problematic with heterogeneous data, scales,
and length distributions, as is the case with our PHOG texture
feature and three-channel color feature. We employ a late
fusion technique where each modality’s similarity is first
computed independently and then combined in a weighted
distance measurement. The first 680 bins of our 1064 bin
histogram (corresponding to PHOG texture feature) has full
weight (1.0) in the similarity metric computation and each
of the next 128 bin chunks (corresponding to three colorchannel features) contributes one-third of the weight towards
the similarity metric. Thus the final similarity measurement
treats the texture and color features equally and also gives each
color channel equal weight. This late fusion method alleviates
the problems that early fusion has with heterogeneous data
and is more extensively studied in the literature [61].
And as described above, we can use the normalized measure
(Equation 4) to obtain a similarity score between two cervix
ROIs. Since each patient typically has multiple cervigrams
taken at multiple visits, the overall image similarity between
two patients is measured by computing the average similarity
between the ROIs of all pairs of images of the two patients.
That is, the image-based patient similarity is defined in Equation 5:

Image Sim(a, b) =

1
N

X

Simimage (s, q)

(5)

s∈I(a),q∈I(b)

where a, b are two patients, the function I(p) returns the
set of cervigram images for patient p, N is the total number
of image pairs, and the similarity score between two images
Sim image(s, q) is defined in Equation 4. Our image-based
patient similarity score can now be used in conjunction with
our data-level similarity score to measure the aggregated
similarity between patients.

E. Patient Classification by Aggregating Image and Data
Similarity
In this section, we describe how to augment patient data that
are traditionally used in clinical testing with the cervigram
image data. Our hypothesis is that the aggregation of these
two sources of data should significantly improve the sensitivity
and overall accuracy of the classifier in detecting high-grade
cervical lesions compared to using either type of data alone.
1) Aggregating Data and Image Similarity: For combining
these two heterogeneous types of data, we define an
aggregated similarity metric over the data similarity
Data Sim(G(a), G(b)) (computed by Algorithm 1) and
the image-based similarity Image Sim(a, b) (described in
Section II-D). The aggregated similarity metric sim(a, b) for
patients a and b is defined in Equation 6:
sim(a, b) = α × Data Sim(G(a), G(b))+
(1 − α) × Image Sim(a, b)

(6)

The parameter α is a weighting factor that represents how
important Data Similarity is in the aggregation process.
In order to determine the value for α in Equation 6, one
approach is to manually assign weights and find the weight
that gives us the best performance. In contrast, we could also
automatically learn the optimal weights for combining Data
Similarity and Image Similarity. In this paper, we employ a
gradient-based learning approach [62], [63]. Specifically, we
separate some of our data as validation data and use these
data to find the optimal weights for Data Similarity and Image
Similarity. We start with an initial α value (0.0), and then keep
incrementing α value as long as the accuracy on the validation
data does not drop significantly and current α value equals or
is below 1.0. (In our current implementation, we keep trying
the next α value as long as the accuracy does not drop more
than 2%.) And among all the tested α values, we assign the
value that produces the highest accuracy on the validation data
to be our weight for Data Similarity. We then apply the learned
weight to our testing data for classification.
One potential drawback of this gradient-based approach is
that the process may fall into a local maximum of accuracy.
In our evaluation later (Section IV), we perform multiple
experiments where we start with different initial values for
α in Equation 6 and show that the achieved accuracies by
using different initial values are very similar.
2) Determining Weights for Different Clinical Tests within
Data Similarity: In order to compute Data Similarity, one
could manually assign weights to different clinical tests;
however, approaches that can automatically learn the relative
importance of different tests are preferred. In this paper,
we employ an information gain-based learning approach to
automatically calculating the weights for different clinical
tests, i.e., Cytology (C), HPV (H), Age (A) and pH value (P),
in order to compute Data Similarity. We treat each clinical
test as a feature and compute the information gain [64]
of different features with respect to the class label of the
training samples. We then use the computed information gain
values as the relative weights of the clinical test features. The
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Data Similarity is then calculated as the weighted average of
similarities from all clinical test results.
3) Patient Classification: Our classification task is a binary
classification task: whether a new patient pn will be classified
as <CIN2 (Negative) or CIN2/3+ (Positive). Conceptually our
patient repository can be seen as a case base (CB) of cases,
where each case has the form (p, c) where c is the class (i.e.,
Negative or Positive) of the patient p.
Algorithm 2 Classification of a new patient pn given a case
base CB
1) CBn ← ∅
2) for each (p, c) ∈ CB do
3) CBn ← CBn ∪ (sim(p, pn ), c)
4) end for
5) CL ← KM eansCluster(CBn )
6) tC ← topCluster(CL)
7) return majorityVote(tC)
We combine lazy and eager learning approaches [65] for
our classifier as shown in Algorithm 2. First we initialize an
auxiliary case base CBn (Step 1). Then, CBn is filled with
pairs, in the format of (sim, c), of similarities between each
patient p in the case base CB and the new patient pn as well
as the class label for p (Steps 2-4). We then apply K-means
clustering on CBn ; the clusters are grouped by the similarity
scores (Step 5). Finally, we return the class that occurs the
most amongst cases in the top cluster (Steps 6 and 7). If there
is a tie, a random selection is done among the classes that
most frequently occur in the top cluster.
Note that K-means clustering was applied to the computed
similarities between a testing case and all the training cases.
Specifically, for a testing case, we compute its overall similarity (i.e., a weighted combination of Data Similarity and
Image Similarity) to all training cases; thus, we have a list of
similarity values (floating values). We then apply K-means
to these similarity values to find the top cluster, i.e., the
cluster that has the highest similarity values. After this, we do
majority vote on training cases in the top cluster to determine
the label of this testing case.
As for the size of CB, it includes all the training patients.
In our experiments, we have 280 patient cases in total, and we
divide them into 10 folds (28 cases in each fold). When we
apply learning to determine the α value (in Equation 6) for
combining Data and Image Similarity, we use 1 fold of cases
as development/validation data to learn the parameter, use 1
fold for testing, and put the remaining 8 folds (224 cases) in
the CB for training. When we do not use learning to set α but
adopt a default value (e.g., setting α=0.2), we use 1 fold for
testing and have the remaining 9 folds (252 cases) in the CB
for training.
III. E XPERIMENT
A. Evaluation Metrics
As stated above, we evaluate our proposed system in a
binary classification scenario, i.e., we classify a patient to be
either <CIN2 (Negative) or CIN2/3+ (Positive). We measure
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the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of our proposed multimodal patient classifier (see Algorithm 2). The definitions for
these metrics are given as follows:
|correctly classif ied patient cases|
|test cases|

(7)

Sensitivity =

|true positive|
|true positive| + |f alse negative|

(8)

Specif icity =

|true negative|
|true negative| + |f alse positive|

(9)

Accuracy =

where true positive refers to the set of patients who fall into
the class “Positive” and are correctly classified; false negative
refers to the set of patients who fall into the class “Positive”
but are misclassified as “Negative”; true negative and false
positive are similarly defined.
Following a standard of evaluating machine learning systems, we perform a ten-round ten-fold cross validation on
our dataset of 280 patient cases (Table I). In each round, we
randomly divide the patient cases into ten folds; in a rotational
manner, we use one fold for testing and the 9 remaining folds
for training; the testing result for the round is the average of
the testing results for each of the ten folds. The final testing
result is the average accuracy/sensitivity/specificity of the ten
rounds.
We also test the statistical significance between the results
of our proposed system and other systems on our dataset. In
this paper, we compare each pair of systems through the ten
rounds and perform a two-tailed t-test on the two sets of results
from the systems.
B. Multi-modal Entity Classifier vs. Data/Image-only
In this experiment, our goal is to examine the effectiveness of different types of information in the cervical cancer
patient classification task, including Cytology, HPV, patient
age, pH value and cervigrams (digital images). We first test
the individual effectiveness of Cytology, HPV and cervigram,
i.e., only using one of the three types of information for
classification, and compare their performance. Furthermore,
we perform classification by combining different types of
information, e.g., using Cytology, HPV, age, pH, cervigram
together, and then compare the classification accuracy using
these combinatory tests with that of using a single type of
information.
In the Guanacaste dataset used in our experiments, the
possible values for Cytology include Normal, Rctive, ASCUS,
Koil. Atyp, CIN 1/2/3, Micrinv Cncr and Inv Cancer. There
are two components to HPV: (1) HPV Signal, which is a
floating value ranging from 0.0 to 5.0, and (2) HPV Status,
which can be either Negative or Positive. Patient age is a
numeric value ranging from 15 to 100. pH value is another
numeric value ranging from 1.0 to 14.0. When computing
data-level similarity, Equation 1 is used to calculate similarity
between numeric-value features (such as HPV signal, age,
and pH value), and Equation 2 is used to calculate similarity
between textural/string-value features (such as Cytology and
HPV status). Equation 3 is applied to compute image-based
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similarity between patients cervigrams. Then data-level and
image-based similarities are aggregated according to Equation
6. By retrieving similar patient cases from an annotated
database based on aggregated similarity, a new patient can
be classified following Algorithm 2.
1) Manual Weight Assignment for Integrating Data and
Image Similarity: In our first experiment, we treat all clinical
test results equally to compute Data Similarity. Then we
manually assign the weights for integrating Data and Image
Similarity, i.e., manually varying the value for α in Equation 6
between [0, 1], to find the weights that give the best accuracy.
Please see all the “Manual” columns in Table II for results
from this experiment.
In general, compared to systems that use textual/numeric
data-only or use images-only for patient classification, our proposed system that aggregates the data and image similarities
significantly improves accuracy over systems that use fewer
information sources. Please note that the performance numbers
in Table II are the average accuracy/sensitivity/specificity from
ten-round ten-fold cross validation using 280 patient cases.
First of all, the Image-Only (I) patient classification gave
overall accuracy 81.93%, sensitivity 74.14% and specificity
89.71%. These results are better than classification using
Cytology (C) alone, HPV (H) alone, even both Cytology and
HPV (C+H). This demonstrates the great potential of using
computer-assisted interpretation of photographic images as an
adjunctive screening and diagnosis test for cervical cancer.
Then, by integrating multiple clinical tests and images, the
overall best accuracy was 86.86% and it was achieved by
applying Multi-Modal patient classification using the combination of Cytology, HPV, pH, and images (C+H+P+I). In
comparison, using clinical data-only (C+H+A+P), the accuracy was 80.07%, using C+H+P only achieves an accuracy of
78.79%, and using image-only (I), the accuracy was 81.93%.
The results here are statistically significant with 95% confidence. This demonstrates the effectiveness of combining both
data and image similarities for patient classification. For both
accuracy and sensitivity, a two-tailed t-test on the results
between “C+H+P+I” and “C+H+P” or “I” gave a P value
of 0.0001. Although no significant difference was observed
between “C+H+P+I” and “C+H+P” on specificity, both of
them have higher specificity than “I”, with a P value of 0.0001.
Furthermore, we also show how the accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity of C+H+P+I change by adopting different weights
to Data Similarity, as demonstrated in Figure 9. One can
see that, starting with zero weight to Data Similarity and by
gradually increasing the relative weight of Data Similarity, we
gradually achieve better performance for all three metrics and
the best results are achieved by assigning a value of 0.2 to
0.3 for Data Similarity. By only using Image (α=0.0) or Data
(α=1.0), the performance is not as good as by integrating both
types of information.
2) Automatic Learning of Weights: Instead of treating
all clinical tests equally and manually assigning weights to
Data Similarity and Image Similarity, here, we present our
evaluation results by adopting an information gain based
approach for learning relative weights between data terms
and a gradient-based approach for learning relative weights
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Fig. 9. Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity by Manually Varying the Weight
for Data Similarity in Equation 6

between Data Similarity and Image Similarity.
Please see all the “IG” columns in Table II for results using the information gain-based approach to learning relative weights between clinical tests (i.e. data terms).
One can see that, using information gain-based learning,
C+H+A+I achieved the best accuracy of 87.43%, which is
even higher than the best accuracy under “Manual” (achieved
by C+H+P+I). Moreover, compared to the highest sensitivity of “Manual” (achieved by C+H+P+I), C+H+A+I using
information gain gives a sensitivity that is 1.79% higher
than the best under “Manual”. Comparing C+H+A+I to itself
across “Manual” and “IG”, for both accuracy and sensitivity,
the improvements by IG are significant with P values of
0.0017 and 0.0003 respectively. Also, among the 12 systems
in Table II, by using information gain-based learning method,
8 of these systems were able to achieve higher accuracy
than the corresponding systems under “Manual”. The results
here demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing information
gain for learning the weights of different clinical tests. One
interesting observation is that, in this experiment, C+H+A+P+I
has exactly the same performance as C+H+A+I. This can be
explained by the fact that the calculated weight (information
gain) for P (pH) is 0, indicating that P does not provide any
added value for our classification task.
Please note that, for results shown under the “IG” columns
in Table II, we automatically learn the weights for different
clinical tests but still manually assign the weights between
Data and Image Similarity. Figure 10 shows how the accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity of C+H+A+I change by varying the
weight for Data Similarity (i.e. α in Equation 6). Similar to the
results in Figure 9, the best accuracy was achieved by setting
the weight of Data Similarity to 0.2.
Next, rather than manually tuning the weights for Data
and Image Similarity, we discuss the results of employing
our gradient-based method for learning such weights. As
discussed in Section II-E1, we need to separate some data
out as validation data so that we can learn the optimal weight
from the validation data. In our current experiments, we use
1 fold (i.e. 28 patient cases) for validation, 1 fold for testing,
and use the other 8 folds for training. Using our gradientbased learning approach, the learned optimal weight of Data
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE OF M ULTI - MODAL ( BOTH CLINICAL DATA AND IMAGE ), DATA -O NLY AND I MAGE -O NLY CLASSIFICATIONS
(C: C YTOLOGY; H: HPV; I: I MAGE ; A: AGE ; P: P H)
(AC: ACCURACY; SE: S ENSITIVITY; SP: S PECIFICITY )
(M ANUAL : M ANUALLY DETERMINE WEIGHTS FOR DATA AND I MAGE S IMILARITY, AND TREAT ALL CLINICAL TESTS WITHIN DATA S IMILARITY
EQUALLY; IG: AUTOMATICALLY LEARN THE WEIGHTS FOR DIFFERENT CLINICAL TESTS WITH INFORMATION GAIN ; IG+G RADIENT: U TILIZE IG AND
ALSO ADOPT GRADIENT- BASED LEARNING APPROACH TO AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINE THE WEIGHTS FOR DATA AND I MAGE S IMILARITY )
System
C
H
I

AC(%)
66.36
74.99
81.93

Manual
SE(%)
36.79
56.54
74.14

SP (%)
95.93
93.43
89.71

AC(%)
61.70
75.06
N/A

IG
SE(%)
25.16
56.71
N/A

SP (%)
98.21
93.42
N/A

AC(%)
N/A
N/A
N/A

H+I
C+I
C+H
C+H+I

85.89
83.04
76.25
85.71

80.21
71.29
58.64
77.07

91.57
94.79
93.86
94.36

86.07
83.21
76.86
86.21

80.57
71.43
60.14
78.36

91.57
95.00
93.57
94.07

87.79
84.93
N/A
88.29

82.79
74.14
N/A
81.43

92.82
95.71
N/A
95.14

C+H+P
C+H+P+I
C+H+A
C+H+A+I

78.79
86.86
79.32
86.57

64.29
80.21
65.93
80.00

93.29
93.50
92.71
93.14

76.86
86.21
79.54
87.43

60.14
78.36
67.79
82.00

93.57
94.07
91.29
92.86

N/A
88.29
N/A
89.00

N/A
81.43
N/A
83.21

N/A
95.14
N/A
94.79

C+H+A+P
C+H+A+P+I

80.07
86.14

68.93
80.21

91.21
92.07

79.54
87.43

67.79
82.00

91.29
92.86

N/A
89.00

N/A
83.21

N/A
94.79
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Fig. 10. Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity after information gain based
weighting of data terms and by varying the weight for Data Similarity in
Equation 6

Similarity is 0.176, which is generally consistent with our
manual tuning results (Figure 9 and Figure 10).
Please see all the “IG+Gradient” columns in Table II for
results using both gradient-based learning (to optimize α)
and information gain based learning (to combine data terms).
Because the gradient-based learning method is designed to
integrate the two high level similarities: Data Similarity and
Image Similarity, systems that only use Data or Image Similarity are not affected, including C, H, I, C+H, C+H+P,
C+H+A, C+H+A+P; for these systems, we put “N/A” as their
performance under “IG+Gradient” columns.
From Table II, we can see that by adopting both information
gain and gradient-based learning approaches, C+H+A+I now
has the best accuracy at 89.00% and also the highest sensitivity
at 83.21%. Comparing C+H+A+I to itself between “IG” and
“IG+Gradient”, a two-tailed t-test shows that the difference
on both accuracy and specificity are statistically significant
with a P value of 0.0001; the difference on sensitivity is also
significant with a P value of 0.0313. The experimental results
here demonstrate the effectiveness of adopting both learningbased approaches for automatic weight learning. It also shows

IG+Gradient
SE(%)
SP (%)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

that the best performance is achieved not by using all cues but
by selecting the best subset of cues, i.e. C+H+A+I (Cytology,
HPV, patient age, and image) under “IG+Gradient” columns.
Furthermore, we also compare C+H+A+I to other systems
that also adopt “IG+Gradient”. For accuracy, statistically, the
differences between C+H+A+I and C+I/H+I are significant
with P values of 0.0001 and 0.0012 respectively; although
C+H+A+I has higher accuracy than C+H+I, the difference is
not significant with a P value of 0.0530. For sensitivity, we
have similar results and the differences between C+H+A+I and
C+H+I/C+I are significant with P values of 0.0212 and 0.0001
respectively. We think the results here verify the benefits of
using multiple types of information together for performing our cervical cancer classification task. In Table II, for
“IG+Gradient”, although C+H+A+I also has better sensitivity
than H+I (0.42% higher), the results are not significant with
a P value of 0.4335.
C. Comparison to alternate State-of-the-art Systems
In addition to comparing between our own systems, in this
section, we compare our best system (C+H+A+I by using
IG+Gradient) to several other published alternate approaches.
We summarize the comparison in Table III1 .
TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR PROPOSED METHOD AND
SEVERAL OTHER PUBLISHED ALTERNATE APPROACHES
(AC: ACCURACY; SE: S ENSITIVITY; SP: S PECIFICITY )

Computerized System
Multi-Modal (our proposed method)
Kim et. al, Majority Vote [53]
Kim et. al., SVM [53]
DeSantis et. al. [66]
Chang et. al. [67]
ThinPrep [17]
BD FocalPoint GS Imaging System [16]

AC(%)
89.00
75*
75.5*
71.3*
82.39*
81.36∼95.75*
N/A

SE(%)
83.21
73
75
95
72
79∼82
81∼86

SP (%)
94.79
77
76
55
83
98∼99
85∼95

We first compare our proposed system Multi-Modal to stateof-the-art imaging systems for cervical cancer detection. The
1 *The accuracy values marked with an asterisk were derived from data
provided in those papers.
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systems by Kim and Huang [53] perform cervical cancer
detection by analyzing cervigram images. They utilize preannotated images for automatically locating the region of
interest (ROI) on the cervix; then, by extracting color and
texture features from the cervix ROI, the systems were able to
achieve comparable accuracy to a trained expert. However, by
only using image for classification, both of the systems have
lower performance than our proposed Multi-Modal method.
Next, we compare our proposed system with imaging techniques designed for assisting the cervical cancer diagnosis
process. Desantis et. al. [66] examined the potential of using
tissue spectroscopy for the diagnosis of cervical cancer. They
used a prototype device made by Guided Therapeutics, Inc,
Norcross, GA for taking spectroscopy measurements. Then
such collected images and other relevant data (such as Pap
result and patient demographic information) are processed and
analyzed by a diagnostic algorithm to produce the final result,
i.e., whether this patient has cancer or not. This is the most
similar system to our proposed approach. Instead of only using
image analysis techniques, it tries to combine different modalities together for diagnosis. This system achieved satisfactory
sensitivity (95%); however, it has a high false-positive rate
(i.e., low specificity), which could potentially cause patients
to encounter unnecessary and costly diagnostic procedures and
even treatments. Chang el. al. [67] try to analyze the diagnostic
potential of utilizing reflectance and fluorescence spectra to
discriminate normal and precancerous cervical tissue. They
examined different combinations of spectral features and utilized the features in classification algorithms for evaluating the
diagnostic performance of different feature sets. This system
achieved a similar sensitivity to our proposed Multi-Modal
system; however, the specificity of their system is significantly
lower than that of our system. Thekkek and Richards-Kortum
[68] summarized results from previous similar studies.
Feature selection and fusion are important aspects of classification problems since using a suitable set of features can significantly improve the final classification accuracy. Zhang et.
al. [69] designed a feature selection algorithm for choosing the
most effective features for image annotation; Gehler et. al. [70]
proposed an algorithm for learning the correct weighting of
different features for multi-class classification. In our system,
using automatically learned weights also greatly improved our
classification accuracy.
Recent developments in industry have also led to imagingbased cervical cancer diagnosis systems, such as ThinPrep [17]
and BD FocalPoint GS Imaging System [16]. The ThinPrep
Imager (Cytyc) system, a computerized system for reading
slides, is a new technology applied to liquid based cytology.
The imager identifies 22 fields of interest most likely to contain
abnormal cells, which are then examined by a cytologist. The
system from BD [16] implements a similar idea. Compared to
these two commercial systems on the market, our proposed
Multi-Modal was able to achieve comparable performance,
except that the specificity of our system is lower than that of
ThinPrep. However, there are two advantages of our system
over these two commercial systems: 1) Our system is able to
integrate multiple clinical tests and images to achieve better
performance and also can produce a diagnosis directly from a
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photograph of a cervix; 2) Our system is more applicable in
resource poor regions and also better suited for tele-medicine.
In addition to systems that perform cancer diagnosis, algorithms were also proposed for detecting lesion regions.
Alush et. al. [71] and Park et. al. [72] developed systems
for automated lesion detection and segmentation. Yu et. al.
[73], Zhang et. al. [74] and Gordon et. al. [75] proposed
algorithms for segmentation of cervical images. Although
these works are not performing end-to-end cervical cancer
diagnosis, accurately detected lesion regions and other regions
of interest in cervigram images can be further analyzed to
assist with the diagnosis process. In our current approach,
being able to accurately recognize the region of interest (ROI)
is also important for calculating image similarity in order to
facilitate the final classification task.
D. Effectiveness of Domain Knowledge
In this experiment, we show that adopting domain knowledge (DK) for computing data-level string similarity (Equation
2), can significantly improve the results as shown in Table
IV. For this experiment, we use C+H+A+I, the best-performer
according to Table II (i.e., combining Cytology, HPV, and the
patient age information together); and we adopt both information gain and gradient-based learning approaches. Since adding
domain knowledge will not affect Image-Only classification,
it is not compared here.
TABLE IV
I MPACT OF D OMAIN K NOWLEDGE ON C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS
(AC: ACCURACY; SE: S ENSITIVITY; SP: S PECIFICITY )
System
Multi-Modal (C+H+A+I)
Multi-Modal (C+H+A+I) no DK
Data-Only (C+H+A) DK
Data-Only (C+H+A) no DK

AC (%)
89.00
87.04
79.54
76.76

SE (%)
83.21
79.21
67.79
65.74

SP (%)
94.79
94.86
91.29
87.82

We can see that adopting domain knowledge helped to
achieve significant improvements, particularly in accuracy and
sensitivity for both C+H+A+I and C+H+A classification. For
accuracies, the differences here are statistically significant with
a P value of 0.0003 between Multi-Modal and Multi-Modal
no DK, and a P value of 0.0001 between Data-Only and DataOnly no DK. For sensitivity, we also observe results that are
statistically significant: a P value of 0.0005 between the two
Multi-Modal systems, and a P value of 0.0001 between the
two Data-Only systems. This verifies our assumption that in
this domain, syntactically different strings could actually be
semantically close to each other; therefore, it is important to
capture such semantic similarity. In our current work, such
semantic similarity is exploited by utilizing the index integers
assigned to strings in the NLM-MDT database, assuming
semantically similar test-result strings will be assigned close
indices. In future work, we plan to explore how to compute
semantic similarity of two strings by using some dictionaries
or ontologies in the domain [76].
E. Comparing Different Classification Schemes
As presented in the section on Patient Classification, our
classification scheme involves retrieving similar patient cases
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from a case database, performing K-means clustering on the
similar cases, and adopting the class label as voted by a
majority of cases in the top cluster. For K-means clustering
(Step 5 of Algorithm 2), we tried different K values and found
K=5 to be a good choice given our training case base of size
252. Note that our training case base has a size of 224 because
there are 280 cases in total and in each round of 10-fold cross
validation, 1 fold (28 cases) is used for development, 1 fold
(28 cases) is used for testing and the rest 8 folds (224 cases)
are used for training.
Alternatively, instead of majority voting by cases in the
top cluster, we could compute the average (or maximum)
similarity between a test case and all training cases in each
class, and then assign to the test case the class label with
maximum similarity. We compared these alternatives in Table
V for Multi-Modal classification using Cytology+HPV+Age
(as Data) as well as images, i.e., C+H+A+I, the best-performer
according to Table II; and we utilize both information gain and
gradient-based learning approaches.
TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON FOR M ULTI - MODAL C LASSIFICATION WITH
D IFFERENT C LASSIFIERS
(AC: ACCURACY; SE: S ENSITIVITY; SP: S PECIFICITY.)
(C LUSTER : MAJORITY VOTING BY CASES IN TOP CLUSTER ;
AVG : AVERAGE SIMILARITY TO CASES IN EACH CLASS ;
M AX : MAXIMUM SIMILARITY TO CASES IN EACH CLASS .)
Classifier
Cluster
Avg
Max

AC (%)
89.00
84.36
85.50

SE (%)
83.21
71.93
82.36

SP (%)
94.79
96.79
88.64

The results show that majority voting by top cluster gives
both the best accuracy and sensitivity. Statistically, on accuracy, the differences between Cluster and other classification
schemes (Avg and Max) are significant with a P value of
0.0001. On sensitivity, the difference between Cluster and Avg
is significant with a P value of 0.0001.
F. Summary of Results
In summary, we have developed a computer-assisted algorithm that interprets cervigrams based on color and texture.
The algorithm yields 74% sensitivity and 90% specificity in
differentiating CIN2/3+ from <CIN2, on a dataset involving
280 randomly selected patient cases. In comparison, using Pap
test alone gives sensitivity 37% and specificity 96%, and using
HPV test alone gives sensitivity 57% and specificity 93%, on
the same dataset. When computer assistance is not used, the
sensitivity for detecting CIN2/3+ was 39%, as reported by a
study that had 20 expert colposcopists visually assess digital
cervical images [33].
Furthermore, Our framework enables the efficient evaluation
of the performance of various combinatory tests. A novel
combinatory test, which integrates multiple modalities–Pap,
HPV, information derived from Cervicography images, and
patient age, yields about 83% sensitivity and 95% specificity, a
statistically significant improvement over any single modality
or other combinatory tests derived from proper subsets of these
four modalities. Our results demonstrate the potential of using

computer interpretation of cervical images as an adjunctive
test to Pap and HPV in cervical cancer screening.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a data-driven approach for cervical dysplasia diagnosis using images and other clinical test
results. Patient data are represented in a hierarchical tree-like
data structure. Patient comparison is performed through an entity coreference algorithm that compares two entities through
similarity between “comparable data chains” without incurring
penalty for unmatchable data chains; thus our method naturally
handles unbalanced data. Compared to existing cervical image
analysis methods that only perform processing or segmentation
of cervigrams without patient classification [27], [35]–[37],
[39], [54], [55], our cervigram image interpretation algorithm
is able to produce a cervical dysplasia diagnosis (either <CIN2
or CIN2/3+) with high accuracy. Furthermore, our novel multimodal Entity Coreference algorithm can effectively compute
the similarity between patients utilizing their hierarchical
representation of heterogeneous data including cervigram images, Pap, HPV, pH and other clinical test results. Both our
multi-modal and image-alone classification schemes achieve
similar or better sensitivity and specificity when compared to
other methods for cervical disease classification [72], [77];
furthermore, while these other methods were tested on several
dozen patient cases, our system is tested on a much larger set
of 280 patient cases.
Regarding the cervical cancer screening application, our
work has demonstrated the potential of Digital Cervicography,
which produces cervigram images, as a low-cost and widely
accessible screening method with reasonable accuracy, when
augmented by computerized interpretation of cervigrams and a
large database of expertly annotated patient cases and images.
It has also shown that integrating images with other clinical
information can improve the accuracy in differentiating lowgrade cervical lesions from high-grade lesions and invasive
cancer. By using only digital cervigram images, our proposed
system achieved 74.14% sensitivity for detecting CIN2/3+
lesions; and by using images and 3 other clinical test results
(Cytology, HPV, age), our system achieved 83.21% sensitivity.
In comparison, the commonly used Pap test screening highly
depends on the expertise of laboratory personnel as well as
workplace infrastructure; as shown in Table VI, its sensitivity
for detecting CIN2/3+ lesions varies widely in different geographic regions: 18%∼20% in Germany [14], 22%∼24% in
Chile [7] , 26%∼43% in Peru [9] , 42%∼56% in Canada [10],
57% in Africa and India [11], 63%∼86% in Costa Rica [12]
, and 77% in the United Kingdom [13]. As one can see, the
sensitivity levels of our system match the best results reported
in clinical literature, which shows the potential of using our
system for cervical cancer screening and diagnosis.
Another interesting observation from our experimental results in Table II is that adding patient age information
improved the sensitivity of the system by sacrificing some
specificity and therefore enabled the system to achieve better overall classification accuracy when combining all information together. Comparing C+H+A+I to C+H+I, C+H+A
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TABLE VI
C OMPARING TO C ERVICAL C ANCER D IAGNOSIS T HAT U SES PAP T EST
Sensitivity(%)
83.21
74.14
18∼20
22∼24
26∼43
42∼56
63∼86
77

Specif icity(%)
94.79
89.71
99
99
38∼99
97∼99
88∼94
96
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Cuzick, UK [13]
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TABLE VII
PATIENT AGE DISTRIBUTION IN 280 RANDOMLY SELECTED PATIENT
CASES .)
Category
<CIN2 (Negative)
CIN2/3+ (Positive)

<21
0
1

21-29
9
38

30-40
48
53

41-65
59
42

>65
24
6

In our current work, we perform automatic weight learning
in two situations: 1) We use gradient-based approach to learn
the weights of Data Similarity and Image Similarity; 2) In
order to appropriately integrate the different clinical test results
within Data Similarity, we employ an information gain-based
method. Theoretically, we could utilize the gradient-based
approach for learning in both situations. However, as shown in
Figures 11, 12, and 13, the distributions of clinical test results
(i.e. data terms) have no distinct modes, and gradient/hill
climbing approaches often do not work well on such data.
In contrast, as demonstrated in Figures 14 and 15, the
distributions of Data and Image Similarities are fairly smooth
and have clear modes, thus a gradient/hill climbing approach
was a good fit.
As discussed in Section II-E1, our gradient-based approach
may fall into a local maximum. Therefore, we performed
an additional experiment where we adopt different initial
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Fig. 11. Distribution of Cytology for all Patients
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Fig. 12. Distribution of HPV Signal for all Patients

values for learning the optimal weights for integrating Data
Similarity and Image Similarity. We utilized three different
starting values for α in Equation 6: 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0. And,
we achieved accuracies of 89.00%, 89.04%, and 88.71%
respectively. Although we got different accuracies here, the
differences between the three results are not statistically significant (P > 0.05). This shows to some extent that the gradientbased learning method is not sensitive to initialization and is
effective for learning the weights to integrate Data Similarity
and Image Similarity in our classification task.
One limitation of our approach is that, because of its
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and C+H for all three situations (i.e., “Manual”, “IG”, and
“IG+Gradient”), one can see that patient age information
helped to improve sensitivity and accuracy. In fact, patient age
has been an important factor used in cervical cancer screening
guidelines for average-risk women [78], [79]. For example, it
is recommended that women aged less than 21 should not be
screened; for women between 21 and 29 years old, Cytology
alone should be used every 3 years without HPV co-test; for
women between 30 and 65 years old, Cytology should be
used every 3 years with HPV co-test every 5 years; and it
is recommended that cervical cancer screening can stop for
women aged >65 years with adequate screening history. To
seek further explanation for the improvement in classification
accuracy by adding patient age as a feature, we compiled
statistics about patient age from our 280 randomly selected
patient cases, as shown in Table VII; here one can see that
the distribution of disease does differ significantly from one
age group to another, thus making age a useful feature when
comparing patients and performing disease classification. The
best performance was obtained by C+H+A+I (Cytology, HPV,
age, and images) with information gain and gradient-based
learning approaches, which gave much better accuracy and
sensitivity than only using individual tests.
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in the training set (on average 3.96 seconds), and once image
similarities are calculated, the multi-modal entity coreference
algorithm takes 33 milliseconds to classify the patient case
using all five sources of information on a laptop computer with
4GB memory and 2.0GHz quad-core CPU. Theoretically, the
complexity of our multi-modal entity coreference algorithm
depends on the number of chains in a patients data tree. In
the worst case, suppose a tree has p chains and each chain is
comparable with all chains in the other tree, the complexity
for comparing two trees is then O(p2 ). For classification, each
test case is computed against all training cases and suppose
we have n training cases in total, then the complexity for
comparing a test case with all training cases is O(n∗p2 ). Once
the similarity scores are computed, it takes O(nlog n ) time to
sort the scores and obtain the top cluster of most similar cases
for classification.
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Fig. 15. Distribution of Image Similarities

data centric nature, it works well with typical cervigram
images and typical cervical cancer patient cases, but may
have difficulty with outlier images (or patient cases) that do
not closely match any of our expertly annotated examples in
the database. Expanding the expertly annotated case base and
improving patient similarity measures are feasible remedies to
this problem.
We also examined the computational complexity of our
multi-modal classification system. For a single image, (PHOG)
feature extraction takes between 2.9 ∼ 3.1 seconds. It takes
little time (0.2 milliseconds) to compute the image-similarity
score between two images once their features have been
extracted. In our experiments, feature extraction for the 939
images in the expertly labeled database is done offline and
the extracted features are stored, thus reducing the run time
to compute the ROI of an input test image to around 3
seconds. During the patient disease classification phase, we
also pre-compute image features for all images of patients in
the training dataset. Our algorithm does not require any manual
interaction for a testing image. The labeling of a bounding box
is only needed for images in the training database; for a new
test image, the bounding box region of interest is generated
automatically using the bounding box information about top
matching training samples that we have stored in our training
database. Thus, for a test patient case, the run time includes
the time to compute features for all its images (3 seconds per
image), the time to compute its image similarities to patients

In this paper, we demonstrate that computerized interpretation of cervical images and combinatory tests that integrate
images with other clinical information have the potential to be
used as adjunctive screening or diagnosis tests for differentiating low-grade cervical lesions (which do not need treatment)
from high-grade lesions and invasive cancer. We presented
an intelligent computer-assisted diagnostic system that can
identify different stages of cervical lesion with fair correlation
by integrating cervical image interpretation, Pap test, HPV
test, and additional clinical information such as pH value and
patient age. We demonstrated how adding images to traditional
Pap and HPV tests can improve sensitivity of detecting high
grade CIN. We also used the framework to evaluate the
sensitivity and specificity of various combinatory tests, and
discovered the value of other parameters such as patient age.
The framework can be extended to other applications that
involve multi-modal classification and efficiently perform data
analysis and data mining to discover unknown linkages and
effective combinatory tests.
In our future work, to further improve the accuracy of
our classification process, it would be interesting to explore
other weighting mechanisms for integrating different types of
clinical and image information. We will explore approaches
that can be used to further reduce the computational cost [80].
For image analysis, additional techniques such as color calibration and illumination correction can be explored to further
improve the quality of patient image similarity computation. In
addition, instead of only using the clinical data available in the
database, we could potentially try to bring in information from
other data sources such as medical literature, apply text annotation/mining techniques to extract useful information from
those sources [81]–[84], and use the extracted information as
additional features for our classification task. We will also
attempt to extend our system to more fine-grained multi-class
disease grading instead of binary classification.
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